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When the pandemic shut us down, we had no choice but to pivot and move to virtual leasing and customer service.
No matter what type of tours are being offered now, the human connection is still the most important component in
sales and it has been lost. That disconnect after the tour is common area of concern. We expect exceptional from
our leasing team 24/7, right? Think you have a rockstar leasing team? Even the best rockstars start sounding
robotic after 12 calls and 5 tours, all before 2pm! Oh, and throw in an upset resident, a vendor and some service
requests, too. Changing gears to have your game face on for leasing takes muscles and confidence. This is that
powerful seminar that is bang for your buck! Average isn’t good enough in today’s competitive market and our teams
have gotten too used to sitting at a desk sending videos! We will re-motivate your rockstars, while guiding your
greener associates to new heights!
This session you will take away:
- How are we touring? An exceptional experience is the key for that snapshot into their residency to be at the top of
their list!
- Rapport building = Trust = Sales! It’s just that simple. Prospects lease from associates they like!
- How to connect with strangers
- Going down a guest card and describing your community as “nice” and “great” don’t create excitement or paint a
picture to elicit emotion. Open ended questions, tailoring your presentation to every guest and benefit selling is key.
- Ideas for resident connections
-1 in 4 sales people follow up. Unacceptable! You can wrap a present, but if you don’t put the bow on it, then it’s not
complete. Following up is the same principle, and you’ve already done the work!
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